We prove and discuss some new H p -L p type inequalities of weighted maximal operators of Vilenkin-Nörlund means with monotone coefficients. It is also proved that these inequalities are the best possible in a special sense. We also apply these results to prove strong summability for such Vilenkin-Nörlund means. As applications, both some well-known and new results are pointed out.
is bounded from the Hardy space H p to the Lebesgue space L p , where  < p ≤ /( + α). Moreover, the rate of the weights {(n + ) /p-α- log (+α)[p+α(+α)] (n + )} ∞ n= in nth Cesàro mean is given exactly.
It is well known that Vilenkin systems do not form bases in the space L  (G m ). Moreover, there is a function in the Hardy space H  (G m ), such that the partial sums of f are not bounded in L  -norm. Simon [] (for unbounded Vilenkin systems in the case when p =  see [] and for  < p <  another proof was pointed out in [] In [] for p = /( + α) and in [] for  < p < /( + α) there was proved that for every f ∈ H p and for every Nörlund mean t n f , generated by the non-increasing sequence {q n : n ≥ }, satisfying the conditions
and
there exists an absolute constant c α,p such that
In [] it was proved that in the endpoint case p = /( + α) both () and () conditions are sharp in a special sense.
In this paper we investigate the case when  < p < /( + α) and prove inequalities () and () for f ∈ H p and Vilenkin-Nörlund means with non-increasing coefficients, but with weaker conditions than () and (), which give possibility to prove analogous results for the wider class of Vilenkin-Nörlund means when  < p < /( + α). As applications, both some well-known and new results are pointed out. This paper is organized as follows: In order not to disturb our discussions later on some definitions and notations are presented in Section . The main results can be found in Section . For the proofs of the main results we need some lemmas, both well known, but also some new ones of independent interest. These results are presented in Section . The detailed proofs are given in Section . Some well-known and new consequences of our main results are presented in Section . Define the group G m as the complete direct product of the groups Z m i with the product of the discrete topologies of the Z m j .
Definitions and notations
The direct product μ of the measures
is the Haar measure on G m with μ(G m ) = . In this paper we discuss bounded Vilenkin groups, i.e. the case when sup n m n < ∞. The elements of G m are represented by the sequences
It is easy to give a base for the neighborhood of G m :
where x ∈ G m , n ∈ N. Denote I n := I n () for n ∈ N + , and I n := G m \I n .
If we define the so-called generalized number system based on m in the following way:
then every n ∈ N can be uniquely expressed as n = ∞ j= n j M j , where n j ∈ Z m j (j ∈ N + ) and only a finite number of the n j differ from zero.
Next, we introduce on G m an orthonormal system which is called the Vilenkin system. At first, we define the complex-valued function r k (x) : G m → C, the generalized Rademacher functions, by
Now, define the Vilenkin system ψ := (ψ n : n ∈ N) on G m as
Specifically, we call this system a Walsh-Paley system when m ≡ .
The norms (or quasi-norms) of the spaces
The Vilenkin system is orthonormal and complete in L  (G m ) (see [] ). Next, we introduce analogs of the usual definitions in Fourier-analysis. If f ∈ L  (G m ) we can define the Fourier coefficients, the partial sums of the Fourier series, the Dirichlet kernels with respect to the Vilenkin system in the usual manner:
respectively. Recall that
for n = ∞ i= n i M i . The σ -algebra generated by the intervals {I n (x) : x ∈ G m } will be denoted by n (n ∈ N). Denote by f = (f (n) , n ∈ N) a martingale with respect to n (n ∈ N) (for details see e.g. [] ).
The maximal function of a martingale f is defined by
For  < p < ∞ the Hardy martingale spaces H p (G m ) consist of all martingales for which
is a martingale, then the Vilenkin-Fourier coefficients must be defined in a slightly different manner:
Let {q k : k ≥ } be a sequence of nonnegative numbers. The nth Nörlund means for a Fourier series of f is defined by
where
plays a central role in the sequel, where
is the so-called Nörlund kernel.
We say that the Nörlund mean t n is of (N, α) type if
and for any ε > , we have
For our further investigation it is much more convenient to replace condition () by its equivalent one:
We always assume that q  >  and lim n→∞ Q n = ∞. In this case it is well known that the summability method generated by {q k : k ≥ } is regular if and only if
Concerning this fact and related basic results, we refer to [] . If q n ≡ , then we get the nth Fejér mean and the Fejér kernel
The (C, α)-means of the Vilenkin-Fourier series are defined by
For the martingale f we consider the following maximal operators:
We also consider the following weighted maximal operators:
A bounded measurable function a is a p-atom, if there exists an interval I, such that
The main results
Our sharp H p -L p inequality reads as follows. 
() (b) Let  < p < /( + α) for some  < α ≤ , and { n : n ∈ N + } be any non-decreasing sequence, satisfying the condition
Then the inequality () is sharp in the sense that there exist a Nörlund mean with non-increasing sequence {q k : k ∈ N} satisfying the conditions () and () and a martingale f ∈ H P such that
Our new result concerning strong summability of Nörlund means with non-increasing sequences reads as follows.
Theorem  Let f ∈ H p , where  < α < ,  < p < /( + α), and let {q n : n ≥ } be a sequence of non-increasing numbers, satisfying conditions () and (). Then there exists an absolute constant c α,p , depending only on α and p, such that the inequality
∞ k= t k f p p k -(+α)p ≤ c α,p f p H p holds.
Lemmas
We need the following well-known lemma of Weisz [] . 
Lemma  Suppose that an operator T is σ -linear and for some  < p ≤  and
We also need the following new lemmas of independent interest.
Lemma  Let  < α ≤  and {q n : n ≥ } be a sequence of non-increasing numbers satisfying conditions () and (). Then 
Proofs
Proof of Lemma  Let  < α ≤  and {q k : k ≥ } satisfy the conditions () and (). Since
where ϕ n satisfies condition (). By using an Abel transformation we get
Suppose that
for all j ∈ N, where δ j is any function, such that
Under condition () there exists an increasing sequence {α k : k ≥ }, such that α k+ ≥ α k and
Hence,
By combining () and () we get
This is a contradiction with condition (), that is,
It follows that
It is easy to see that
By combining ()-() and Lemma  we have
By repeating this process r times we get
By combining (), (), and () we find that
By applying () for II  we get
By using () for II  we have similarly
The proof is complete by combining the estimates above.
Proof of Lemma
Then, by applying (), we have
Suppose that k < n ≤ l. Moreover, by using () we get
If we now apply Lemma  and () we can conclude that
Then, by applying () and () we have
By combining () and () we complete the proof of Lemma .
Proof of Theorem  According to Lemma  the proof of the first part of Theorem  will be complete, if we show that
We may assume that a is an arbitrary p-atom with support I, μ(I) = M - N and I = I N . It is easy to see that t n (a) = , when n ≤ M N . Therefore, we can suppose that n > M N .
By using Lemma  we easily see that
By combining (), (), and () analogously to first part of Theorem  we can write 
Applications and final remarks
Remark  We note that under the conditions () and () we see that the conditions () and () are also fulfilled.
Proof Let  < α ≤ . We can write Moreover, condition () automatically holds, Q n n +ε ≤ q  n n +ε → , as n → ∞, for any ε > .
Since the case q  n/Q n = O(), as n → ∞, has already been considered, we can exclude it. Hence, we may assume that {q k : k ≥ } satisfies conditions () and () and, in addition, satisfies the following condition:
Q n q  n = o(), as n → ∞. From Remark  we immediately see that the following is true.
It follows that
q n = q  q n n q  n ≤ q  Q n q  n = o(), as n → ∞,
Corollary  Conditions () and () provide a wider class of Nörlund means with nonincreasing coefficients than conditions () and ().

